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We study the implications of nuclear data and models for cosmic-ray astrophysics, which involves
the photodisintegration of nuclei up to iron in astrophysical environments. We demonstrate that data
on photo-absorption cross sections are sparse in that mass range by screening nuclear databases,
such as EXFOR; these cross sections are needed to compute the photodisintegration rates. We
also test the prediction power of models, such as TALYS, and find uncertainties of the order of
a factor two. If however the radiation fields are strong enough such that the nuclear cascade in
the astrophysical source can develop, we find that differences among different models average out
– unless there is a systematic offset in the interaction model. We conclude with an isotope chart
describing which information is in principle necessary to describe nuclear interactions, supported
by simulating the entire disintegration chain in a gamma-ray burst. We also point out that a first
consistency check may be the measurement of the absorption cross section for different isobars.

Introduction. Particles from space reaching the
Earth with energies higher than 109 GeV are detected
by ultra-high energy cosmic-ray (UHECR) observatories
such as the Pierre Auger Observatory [1] and the Tele-
scope Array (TA) experiment [2]. UHECRs are expected
to be accelerated in astrophysical sources and to travel
through extragalactic space before they hit the Earth’s
atmosphere; they can interact with photons in both en-
vironments. The primary composition of UHECRs is
still unknown; however, the mass composition measured
by the Auger Observatory indicates heavier elements at
the highest energies beyond 109.3 GeV [3], i.e., signifi-
cantly heavier than helium and at most as heavy as iron.
The study of interactions of nuclei is therefore critical for
our understanding of cosmic-ray astrophysics both within
sources and during propagation.

In this letter, we focus on the photodisintegration of
nuclei, which has been extensively studied in extragalac-
tic photon fields as the cosmic microwave background
(CMB) and the extragalactic background light (EBL),
where it is the dominant process changing the mass com-
position of the nuclei. The leading contribution to pho-
todisintegration is an excitation called “giant dipole res-
onance” (GDR) [4], which can be interpreted as a vi-
bration of the bulk of protons and neutrons leading to a
resonant structure. This process occurs above ∼8 MeV
(energy in the nucleus’ rest frame) and causes the dis-
ruption of the primary nucleus with the emission of one
or two nucleons. At higher energies the “quasi-deuteron”
(QD) process dominates, where the photon interacts with
a nucleon pair followed by consequent ejection of two or
more nucleons.

A frequently used model in cosmic-ray astrophysics is
Puget-Stecker-Bredekamp (PSB) [5], that relies on choos-
ing one isotope for each mass number A, and a unique dis-
integration chain populated through subsequent emission
of nucleons. This approach is implemented for cosmic-ray
propagation in the SimProp software [6]. A more sophis-
ticated approach, based on the TALYS nuclear reaction
program [7], is implemented in the cosmic-ray propaga-
tion software CRPropa3 [8], which includes 183 isotopes

and 2200 channels for the photodisintegration. Differ-
ences in modeling the interactions affect the observables
(as energy spectrum and composition), and consequently
have an impact on the interpretation of UHECR mea-
surements [9, 10].

UHECRs are expected to be accelerated in astrophysi-
cal sources, such as Gamma-Ray Bursts (GRBs), and will
interact with their photon field; see Ref. [11] for a review.
Examples for disintegration treatments include [12, 13],
where the GDR modeling follows [14] with a modified
Gaussian parametrization of cross sections from [5]. The
GDR resonance is even more simplified in [15–17] as a
box function. Other authors use semi-analytical imple-
mentations of existing UHECR propagation codes (such
as CRPropa) [18]. It is probably fair to say that the in-
teractions in the sources have not been modeled with a
complexity comparable to cosmic-ray propagation. That
can be attributed to the fact that the target photon spec-
trum, relevant for the photodisintegration, is a priori ar-
bitrary, i.e., it can have a very different shape compared
to that of the CMB.

In this work, we present a description of the sources
with a level of complexity of the interactions comparable
to that of the most sophisticated cosmic-ray propagation
models. We review the available nuclear data necessary
to construct and verify reliable interaction models, and
we point out what information is missing from nuclear
physics.

Situation on Experimental Data and Theoret-
ical Models. The experimental situation on photo-
nuclear cross section data is shown in Fig. 1, based on
data from the most complete EXFOR database [20]; for
details see App. B. Of particular interest are measure-
ments of the following cross sections in the GDR and
QD energy bands (Eγ < 150 MeV): the total photo-
absorption cross sections σabs (red boxes), the residual
nucleus cross sections, such as σ 27Al(γ,X+ 24Na) (where
X refers to any combination secondaries), and the inclu-
sive light fragment cross sections, such as the neutron
yield σ 27Al(γ, x ·n)). In the following we refer to residual
and light fragment cross sections as inclusive cross sec-
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FIG. 1: Experimental situation versus astrophysical requirements for nuclear isotopes interesting for cosmic-ray astrophysics
(gray boxes, from TALYS [7] and CRPropa2 [19]). Experimental measurements (from EXFOR database [20]) are marked by
red (yellow) boxes if the total absorption (any inclusive cross section) has been measured. Theoretical models are marked
by dots (ENDF [21], JENDL [22], PEANUT [23, 24], PSB [5]). Calculations in cosmic-ray astrophysics require the total and
inclusive cross sections for the blue isotopes. Injected isotopes are framed by black rectangles (most abundant stable isotopes
chosen). White boxes refer to very unstable isotopes integrated out in the disintegration chain.

tion σincl
27Al→24Na or σincl

27Al→n, respectively (yellow boxes,
if at least one of these measured). Data are sparse, and
mostly available for stable elements along the main di-
agonal. An outstanding feature is that we did not find
any σabs measurement for isobars, i.e., two elements with
the same mass number A. Note that in astrophysical en-
vironments, unstable isotopes gain importance, since all
kinds of secondary nuclei are created in the disintegra-
tion chain and their lifetime is dilated by the relativistic
boost. Therefore, these radioactive nuclei can re-interact
with the photon field and create secondaries within the
lifetime of the system.

We also show the availability of nuclear models and
data files in Fig. 1, that use interpolated or fitted σabs
where measurements are available, see App. B. Unmea-
sured σabs are obtained from model evaluations of photo-
neutron cross sections where available, otherwise from
empirical parameterizations [23], implying that, in the
absence of data, the cross sections further off the main

diagonal are uncertain. Inclusive reaction cross sections
are calculated with numerical or Monte Carlo internu-
clear cascade-preequilibrium-evaporation (ICPE) codes,
and are partially fine-tuned to data on branchings.

Cross sections and photo-nuclear disintegration
rates. We illustrate the situation on cross sections in
Fig. 2, upper panels, where we pick two isobar nuclei
with A = 40: 40Ca is a double magic nuclide for which
one photo-absorption cross section measurement is avail-
able [25], while 40Ar is expected to have different prop-
erties due to a different shell structure. Fig. 2 demon-
strates that the TALYS predictions are almost indepen-
dent of the isotope, while PEANUT, the FLUKA code
[26, 27] relies on, shows substantial changes between 40Ca
to 40Ar and reproduces the data for 40Ca. The low-
energy and high energy peaks observed in data are virtu-
ally not present in the models. The PSB cross section is,
by definition, the same for isobar nuclei. The expected
uncertainty among different models is of order two, where
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FIG. 2: Comparison of cross sections (upper row) and disintegration lengths (lower row) for two different isobars (columns)
with A = 40. The total absorption cross sections for photodisintegration are shown as a function of the energy εr in the nucleus’
rest frame, where data are shown if available. The different curves correspond to models as given in the plot legend, where the
GDR box approximation is based in the assumptions in Ref. [15]. The corresponding disintegration rates are calculated for two
different target photon spectra: for the GRB spectrum, a broken power law with spectral indices −1 and −2 and a break at
1 keV (energies in shock rest frame) has been assumed, whereas the CMB spectrum refers to the cosmic microwave background
at redshift zero, i.e., a thermal target photon spectrum with T = 2.73 K. Dashed lines refer to disintegration rates calculated
for measured cross sections.

smilar results are found in other cases (an alternative case
A = 23 is described in App. D).

Here we illustrate the consequences of the experimental
data availability and the prediction power of the models
at the example of the photodisintegration rate Γ ∼ c nγ σ
(see App. A for details of the computation). The disin-
tegration rates Γ are indicative for the optical thickness
for cosmic-ray escape from the source τ = R ·Γ/c (where
R is the source size). They are shown for two astrophys-
ical environments, CMB and GRB, in the lower panels
of Fig. 2 – corresponding to the cross sections in the up-
per panels. The uncertainties in the cross sections trans-
late into similar uncertainties of the disintegration rates,
which are sensitive to both the width and the threshold
of the cross section peak(s). However, the effect from
multiple peaks smears out due to pitch angle averaging
related to the (assumed) isotropic target photon distribu-
tion. Note that the relative impact of the models is qual-
itatively similar for the different target photon fields, but
the quantitative impact can be larger for environments
different from the CMB, which are more sensitive to the
high-energy part of the cross section – see GRB example.

Astrophysical applications require predictability of the
cross sections, while the models are not always designed
for that; as a consequence, we find apparent differences
for individual isotopes. For example, total absorption
cross sections seem consistently alike for different iso-
bars in TALYS (unless tuned to a measurement), whereas
differences are in some cases expected and predicted in
PEANUT – such as between 40Ca, which is double-magic,
and 40Ar.

Effect on the nuclear cascade. Let us now discuss
the extreme case of strong disintegration: We show in
Fig. 3 the effect of photodisintegration of 56Fe in a GRB
for the PSB and TALYS models, where the parameters
have been chosen such that the target photon density is
high enough to observe the cascade. Details of the GRB
model and alternative model assumptions are presented
in App. C.

For the PSB model, there is only one isotope for each
A; as a consequence the required nuclear physics input
is “one dimensional” (σabs plus limited branching infor-
mation). Neutrons and protons are strongly populated,
since they are created in each interaction. The TALYS
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FIG. 3: Disintegration of 56Fe in a shell of a GRB, where the population of isotopes (in terms of the total energy per
isotope and collision in the shock rest frame) is shown. The different panels correspond to the PSB [5] and TALYS [7] (and
CRPropa [19] for the lighter elements) models. The GRB parameters are Lγ,iso = 1052 erg/s, Γ = 300, tv = 0.01 s, z = 2, and
EFe,max ' 1011 GeV (in the observer’s frame).

model predicts the population of isotopes off the main
diagonal, and in addition, significantly more light (such
ad 4He) and intermediate (10 . A . 20) nuclei, which
are produced in high-energy processes.

It is interesting to discuss the consequences for physical
observables; we show the emitted cosmic-ray composition
from the GRB in Fig. 4. First of all, it is noteworthy that
the observed UHECR composition [3] can be roughly re-
produced from a single GRB shell and iron injection only,
and will be even smoother after propagation. More so-
phisticated interaction models (TALYS, PEANUT) pro-
duce similar results, and even random cross section off-
sets within the model uncertainties do not qualitatively
affect this picture, as the random variations seem to av-
erage out over the large number of involved isotopes (see
shaded region for 100 ensemble models). However, the
lack of/feeddown into light and intermediate elements
produced in the PSB and “systematic offset” (system-
atic suppression of all unmeasured cross sections) mod-
els leads to strong deviations at about 1010 GeV from
the baseline models. From this example, we conclude
that the interaction model needs to be more sophisti-
cated than the PSB model with a prediction power good
enough to avoid systematic offsets. Note that such sys-
tematic offsets can also occur if a subset of isotope cross
sections in the model is adjusted to measurements, while
leaving the bulk of other unmeasured isotopes unmodi-
fied. Since neutrons can easier escape from the astrophys-
ical source than protons, the cosmic ray composition is
sensitive to an artificial imbalance between proton- and
neutron-rich elements in the cascade.

We derive a complete list of isotopes for which the

absorption and inclusive cross sections are needed to
cover any cosmic-ray astrophysics scenario involving in-
jection elements with masses up to iron, that we sep-
arate in “Astro, priority 1” and “Astro, priority 2” in
Fig. 1 (see App. C for details); it is apparently consis-
tent with the isotopes populated in Fig. 3. This infor-
mation could come from predictive models, or from mea-
surements directly. The certainty in predictive power for
cross sections may be improved by systematic measure-
ments using isotope groups along the main diagonal and
perpendicular to it (isobars), such as 40Ar in addition to
40Ca (other stable isobar pairs are 36S/36Ar, 46Ca/46Ti,
50Ti/50Cr, and 54Cr/54Fe).

Summary and conclusions. We have compared the
situation of nuclear measurements (red/yellow in Fig. 1)
with the input needed for cosmic-ray astrophysics (blue
in Fig. 1), where we have included astrophysical sources
as a key aspect in addition to conventional studies on
cosmic-ray propagation. We have demonstrated that the
measurements on the participating nuclear isotopes are
sparse, as unstable nuclei are produced in the photodisin-
tegration which can live relatively long at extremely high
energies where their lifetimes are Lorentz-boosted.

While sophisticated nuclear models exist, such as
TALYS, their prediction power for low mass (lower than
iron) isotopes seems limited to within about a factor of
two. While the impact on individual photodisintegration
rates can be large, we have found that random fluctua-
tions do not affect the nuclear cascade unless there are
systematic effects not probably accounted for, such as
offsets between neutron- and proton-rich elements, along
the main diagonal, or a missed feeddown into lighter iso-
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FIG. 4: Emitted cosmic-ray composition from a GRB as a
function of observed energy without propagation effects for
various nuclear disintegration models (same parameters as in
Fig. 3, iron injection only). Here it is assumed that cosmic-
ray nuclei either escape as neutrons from the source (which
leads to escape spectra ∝ E−2), or as charged particles if they
can reach the outside of the source within their Larmor radius
(“direct escape”, which leads to harder escape spectra ∝ E−1,
see Ref. [28]). The shaded region shows the model spread for
an ensemble of 100 variations of the TALYS model with ran-
dom cross section offsets (per isotope) within the anticipated
uncertainty, and the “systematics offset” curve refers to a
systematic suppression of all unmeasured cross sections, see
App. C for details.

topes. We therefore propose systematic measurements to
improve the predictability of unmeasured cross sections,
such as by measuring the total absorption cross section
for two or more different isobars – for which we did not
find a single existing example. A long term goal could be
measurements of total and inclusive cross sections of the
blue-marked isotopes in Fig. 1.
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL

Appendix A: Cross section terminology and
computation of disintegration lengths

Numerical solutions of our system of Boltzmann trans-
port equations (see App. C) require knowledge about the
rate of interactions and the average outcome of the bulk
of all possible reactions. The interaction rate Γj of the
primary nucleus j is used to compute the secondary in-
jection and primary escape flux. The interaction rate
depends on the interaction partner, the photon, as

Γj(Ej) =

∫
dε

+1∫
−1

d cos θjγ
2

(1− cos θjγ) ·

·nγ(ε, cos θjγ)σabs
j (εr) . (A1)

Here nγ(ε, cos θjγ) is the photon density as a function of
photon energy ε and the (pitch) angle between the pho-
ton and proton momenta θjγ , σabs

j (εr) is the absorption
cross section and

εr =
Ej ε

mj
(1− cos θjγ) (A2)

is the photon energy in the parent rest frame (PRF) or
nucleus rest frame in the limit βA ≈ 1, and can be di-
rectly related to the available center-of-mass energy. The
interaction itself, and therefore Ej and ε, is typically de-
fined in the shock rest frame (SRF). Eq. (A2) clearly
shows that the relevant energy range in the PRF is de-
fined by the product of the target photon’s energy times
the nucleus energy in the SRF and is therefore highly de-
pendent on both, the choice of the target photon and the
injection spectrum. In our models we assume isotropy
nγ(ε, cos θpγ) ' nγ(ε) of the target photon distribution.
This means that, for GRBs, we compute the interac-
tions in the shock rest frame where isotropy occurs if
the target photons come from self-consistent internal ra-
diation processes (such as synchrotron emission of elec-
trons/positrons). Isotropy smears out the substructure
of the energy dependence of σabs.

The injection j → i of secondaries Qji, which we need
in Eq. (C2), is given by

Qji(Ei) =

∫
dEj Nj(Ej)

dΓji(Ej)

dEi
, (A3)

where dΓji(Ej)/dEi can be obtained from Eq. (A1) by
replacing the total absorption cross section with the dif-
ferential inclusive cross section

σabs
j (εr)→

dσincl
j→i

dEi
≡ σabs

j (εr)
dnj→i
dEi

, (A4)

where dnj→i/dEi is the re-distribution function of the
secondaries. For the energy spectrum of secondaries, we
make use of typical kinematics, where for example, for

GRBs, the nuclei have PeV energies and the photons are
in keV range. In that case the momentum transfer on the
ejected secondaries is small compared to Ej , resulting in
an approximate conservation of the relativistic boost. In
that case, the re-distribution function can be approxi-
mated as a function of εr and Ei/Ej as

dnj→i
dEi

'Mj→i(εr) · δ
(
Ei −

mi

mj
Ej

)
, (A5)

where Mj→i is the average number of secondaries pro-
duced per interaction (also called “multiplicity”). It
can be related to the exclusive reaction cross sections,
summed over all channels in which the species i is pro-
duced, as

Mj→i =
1

σabs
j

∑
Xn

Ni σ
excl
j (γ,Xn + i) , (A6)

where Ni is the number of secondaries i in that exclusive
channel. Note that the ratio between exclusive and to-
tal absorption cross section corresponds to the branching
ratio. While for light fragments, M can be larger than
one, one expects for residual nuclei M . 1.

Finally, note that fixed target experiments in photon
beams typically measure the cross section in terms of
PRF energy, and it is a frequently asked question up to
which energy the cross section needs to be measured. In
astrophysical environments, a certain PRF energy can
be related to the primary Ej and photon ε energies by
the estimate εr ∼ Ej ε/mj , neglecting the pitch angle
averaging, see Eq. (A2). Astrophysical photon spectra
typically exhibit features, such as a spectral break (such
as for GRBs) or a maximum (such as for the CMB) at a
certain ε̂, whereas the cosmic-ray primaries typically fol-
low a power law. As a consequence, given a cross section
σ(εr) at a certain energy εr, primaries with the energy
Ej ' εrmj/ε̂ will be selected to interact, and the sec-
ondary spectra will exhibit spectral excesses correspond-
ing to that primary energy. In that sense, σ(εr) as a func-
tion of the PRF is the required input for astrophysical ap-
plications, and a definition of a target photon spectrum in
the nucleus’ rest frame does not make sense. Larger val-
ues of εr just mean that the spectral features will appear
at higher energies in Ej if the cross section is significantly
large there. For all practical cases, one therefore needs
the cross section in the region around the GDR up to the
point where it significantly drops. This can be seen e.g.
in Fig. 6 by comparing the PEANUT cross section curve
with the measurement for 23Na, which are practically
identical up to the maximally measured energy. The dif-
ference in the disintegration length is nevertheless large,
as the contribution beyond εr ' 30 MeV, which is miss-
ing in the measurement case, cannot be neglected (and
will be re-distributed by the pitch angle averaging). The
direct correlation Ej ∝ εr, translating cross section peaks
into the disintegration rate, can be best seen in the CMB
cases in Fig. 6.
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Appendix B: Situation on Experimental data and
model calculations

Here we summarize the status on experimental data
and theoretical models.

1. Experimental data

EXFOR [20] is a nuclear reaction database, aimed to
be a complete collection of experiments and theoretical
evaluations performed during the last half century. The
effort to maintain and standardize the data collection is
a world-wide collaborative effort between various nuclear
centers. In this work, we assume that this database is to
a large extent complete and our result is not distorted by
one or few missing entries.

The database contains experimental data points,
model-evaluated data, ratios of cross sections and other
data categories. For our purpose we apply the following
criteria to the data selection:

• only real experimental data, no evaluated cross sec-
tions;

• no reaction combinations, ratios or partial measure-
ments;

• full unfolded cross sections in barns;

• energy range of the measurement has to cover the
GDR peak.

Further, we create two selections (EXFOR, σabs) and
(EXFOR, any), where the first includes only measured
absorption cross sections σabs and the latter requires at
least one inclusive cross section to be measured. With
these criteria, EXFOR contains 14 absolute cross sec-
tions and 47 of the second category up to masses of 56Fe.
(EXFOR, any) can be used to estimate the number of
more certain absorption cross sections from nuclear reac-
tion models.

2. Theoretical models

Monte Carlo particle transport codes, such as
FLUKA [26, 27], MCNP [29] or PHITS [30] use evalu-
ated nuclear data files to compute interaction rates and
ICPE for exclusive reaction cross/sections. FLUKA con-
tains a comprehensive photo-nuclear cross section library
based direct on data, photo-neutron evaluation and pa-
rameterizations for a large set of isotopes [23, 24]. It is
coupled to the ICPE code PEANUT to generate final
state distributions. Comparisons of PEANUT cross sec-
tions reveal a very good agreement to available data on
σabs. MCNP employs in a similar manner ENDF-B-VII.1
[21] as evaluated nuclear data library, based on reaction
model calculations using the GNASH code system. For
photo-nuclear data file for PHITS is JENDL/PD-2004

[22], which has often good agreement with data but also
shows some interpolation or fitting artifacts for light and
intermediate nuclei.

Our current baseline model is based on cross sections
extracted from TALYS 1.8 for nuclei with A ≥ 12 and
CRPropa2 lighter nuclei. TALYS 1.8 was configured to
use the Kopecki-Uhl generalized Lorentzian description,
as it is recommended in [14] in order to better predict
cross sections non only in the GDR region. Photo-nuclear
cross sections for light nuclei in CRPropa 2 are compiled
from various references, as reported in [19], for a total of
19 primary isotopes and 69 inclusive cross sections. The
TALYS 1.6 cross sections are currently used in CRPropa
3, to predict photodisintegration products of all available
exclusive channels: proton, neutron, deuterium, tritium,
helium-3 and helium-4 and combinations thereof; the pa-
rameters used to model the giant dipole resonance have
been adjusted to match the cross sections reported in
[14], as explained in [8]. The SimProp code uses an ap-
proximation scheme to implement TALYS cross sections,
as reported in [6].

The PSB model [5], which is tailored for cosmic-ray
propagation problems, represents each isobar with the
most abundant stable isotope, starting from 56Fe down
to 2H, excluding the unstable masses 5 ≤ A ≤ 8. This
model approximates the cross sections for one- and two-
nucleon emission with a Gaussian shape in the low en-
ergy range (2 ≤ εr ≤ 30 MeV), while the cross sections
for multi-nucleon emission in the high energy range (30
≤ εr ≤ 150 MeV) are constant. In SimProp the list of
isobars matches [5], but the corresponding elements are
assigned from Table 1 in [31] by choosing the isotope that
corresponds to the lowest energy threshold for the emis-
sion of one proton. For the purpose of the present work,
we have slightly changed the criterion for choosing the
element with respect to what has been done in SimProp
or in the original PSB model, that allowed for example
for A→ A

′
= A−1 with an increasing number of protons

with respect to the parent nucleus, by choosing descend-
ing elements in the chain corresponding to the mass in
the original list.

Appendix C: Nuclear disintegration in a GRB

Our GRB model follows Refs. [28, 32], extended by
the explicit simulation of the nuclear cascade. Here we
only sketch the key ingredients, whereas details of the
computation method and the efficient treatment of the
particle interactions will be presented elsewhere [33].

We solve a system of partial differential equations,
which, for particle species i (in our case nuclei), reads

∂Ni
∂t

=
∂

∂E
(−b(E)Ni(E))− Ni(E)

tesc
+ Q̃ji(E) , (C1)

where b(E) = Et−1loss with the energy loss rate t−1loss =
E−1|dE/dt| and t−1esc the escape rate. The equation is
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solved for the differential particle densities Ni as a func-
tion of time, evolved until the steady state is reached.
The coupled system arises because the injection term

Q̃ji(E) = Qi(E) +Qji(E) (C2)

allows for injection from an acceleration zone Qi, as
well as for injection from other species j with the term
Qji, such as from photodisintegration. In this work,
we only inject 56Fe into the system with a power law
E−2 exp

(
−(E/EFe,max)2

)
, where EFe,max is determined

by balancing the dominant energy loss process with the
acceleration rate t−1acc = ηc/RL. Here RL is the Lar-
mor radius and a relatively high η ' 10 has been cho-
sen to reproduce the composition transition observed by
Auger [3].1 The target photons are assumed to follow a
broken power law with a break at 1 keV in the shock rest
frame between the power law index −1 (low energy) and
−2 (high energy). Note that we choose the minimal pho-
ton energy low enough such that photodisintegration will
always dominate at the highest energies. The baryonic
loading is assumed to be ten, which means that there
is ten times more energy injected into iron compared
to electrons, and energy equipartition between magnetic
field, electron and photon energy is assumed.

For the nuclear energy losses, we include synchrotron
losses, adiabatic losses, pair production losses, and pho-
tonuclear losses, where we distinguish between photo-
disintegration (focus of this work, dominated by the
GDR) and photo-meson production (dominated by the
∆-resonance and other processes) by εr. The photodisin-
tegration is implemented in different models, as discussed
in the main text of this work. We include photo-meson
production based on SOPHIA [34] using an improved and
extended version of Ref. [35] with a superposition inter-
action model assuming that the cross section scales ∝ A.
While such an approach is state-of-the-art in the litera-
ture, see e.g. Refs. [13, 19], it is clear that it needs im-
provement from the interaction model perspective. Note
that photo-meson production leads to the disintegration
of nuclei as well, where the characteristics (secondary
nuclei multiplicities and distributions) can be different;
however, for the chosen parameters, the photodisintegra-
tion dominates. We furthermore include beta decays of
radioactive isotopes and spontaneous emission channels
which are relevant on the dynamical timescale [36].

In order to discuss the ejected cosmic-ray composition,
we assume that cosmic rays can either escape as neutrons
(which are not magnetically confined) or, directly from
the borders of the production region within their interac-
tion length or Larmor radius (whatever is smaller) [28],
which leads to relatively hard spectra acting as a high-
pass filter [12]. This is, in a way, the most conserva-
tive assumption one can make, as, for instance, diffusion

1 Choosing a milder cutoff in the injection spectrum reduces the
required η.

would enhance the escape at lower energies, or the mag-
netic fields may decay quickly enough that all particles
can escape. More detailed discussions of the astrophys-
ical implications including the neutrino production will
be presented elsewhere [37].

For an efficient computation, we need to pre-select the
isotopes which are dominantly populated. Our isotope
selection scheme is a fully automated recursive algorithm
starting (in this case) with 56Fe, following all disintegra-
tion and beta decay paths recursively. We also allow for
mixed paths, meaning, for instance, that a disintegration
may be followed by beta decay and then disintegration
again. Since one isotope has typically very many (disin-
tegration) branchings into daughters, some of these being
very small, we impose a cutoff on the secondary multi-
plicity (number of secondaries produced on average) at
a value of 0.01. As a further complication, the multi-
plicities, i.e., the distribution of secondaries, depend on
εr. In order to be as inclusive as possible, we therefore
repeat the procedure for several values of εr in the rel-
evant interaction energy range.2 We also tested other
methods (such as based on the fractional contribution or
picking the leading channels) with similar results. How-
ever, the result will depend on the choice of the control
parameter, which is the threshold multiplicity here. As it
turns out that intermediate mass number isotopes have
a large number of daughter nuclei with relatively small
multiplicities off the main diagonal, one cannot pick a
too large threshold value as it would stop the cascade.
Fast spontaneous emitters (faster than any other process
at any given energy) are automatically integrated out by
recursively following their decay paths to the next iso-
tope which is explicitly treated. For example, for the
TALYS disintegration model, the software uses 481 iso-
topes, about 41000 inclusive disintegration channels and
about 3000 photo-meson channels as primary input, se-
lects 233 isotopes, and attaches 4943 disintegration, 10
beta decay (relevant on the GRB timescale) and 1344
photo-meson channels to them. With this level of com-
plexity and the explicit treatment of the nuclear cascade,
it is clear that our technology is currently more advanced
that any other method in the literature for the simulation
of the sources of the UHECR nuclei themselves.

The choice of isotopes in Fig. 1 labeled “Astro, priority
1” and “Astro, priority 2” has been obtained with a sim-
ilar method by repeating the above recursive procedure
for a number of possible injection elements: we inject for
each atomic number the most abundant stable isotope.
The multiplicity threshold has been chosen to be 0.2 for
priority 1 and 0.05 for priority 2. As these numbers are
larger than the threshold above, this list of isotopes is
smaller than the one actually used for the GRB compu-

2 Actually we integrate over the pitch angle between nucleon and
photon and use the pitch angle averaged multiplicities; the pitch
angle enters the relationship between the photon/nucleus’ ener-
gies and εr, see Eq. (A2).
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tation. However, one can easily see by comparing the
blue isotopes in Fig. 1 with the ones in Fig. 3, upper
right panel, that these are actually the most populated
ones in a realistic simulation. Note that the main dif-
ference between these plots is that the extension of the
nuclear cascade to low mass numbers depends on the en-
ergy in the GRB, and that only iron has been injected
in the GRB case. We expect that our isotope priority
selection is robust in the sense that taking into account
different εr and being inclusive in the selected isotopes,
they hardly depend on the shape of the target photon
spectrum.

We also show two models used in Fig. 4 in Fig. 5: the
“systematic offset” and “random systematics” (one ex-
ample) cases. The uncertainties in the cross sections are
inspired by Fig. 2, which are of the the order of a factor
two. For the random offsets panel, we vary all unmea-
sured absorption cross sections randomly between 0 and 2
of their nominal values, and all absorption cross sections
with only some partial information (inclusive channels)
between 0.5 and 1.5. Note that we re-scale all absorp-
tion and inclusive cross sections for one isotope with the
same number, as we obtain otherwise inconsistencies be-
tween the escape and re-injection rates. We can read off
from the figure that certain isotopes will be more high-
lighted then others, while the total cascade looks similar
to the nominal TALYS model. For the “systematic off-
set” panel, we systematically choose the minimal value
in these cases, which leads to a systematic suppression of
the nuclear cascade. Here the nuclear cascade will stop
because of the cross section suppression, and intermedi-
ate and light elements will not be populated.

Appendix D: Disintegration rates for alternative
elements

To illustrate a second example in addition to Fig. 2,
we compare cross sections of 23Na and 23Mg in Fig. 6.
Contrary to the double-magic 40Ca, 23Na is not expected
to be spherical, where GDR cross sections can be suf-
ficiently approximated using a single peak. Therefore,
the models with only one main Lorentzian or Gaussian
peak do not reproduce the measurement, as it is the case
for the PSB model. Without dedicated Lorentzian fits,
TALYS doesn’t reproduce the shape of the GDR peak,
adding an additional, unphysical, peak at ∼ 14 MeV.
The latter can be attributed to the strength parameter
setting and can be potentially corrected through individ-
ual tuning. However, such modification would alter the
model for a single isotope without improving the predic-
tive power for other isobars. The PEANUT prediction
reproduces very well the available measurement [38] on
23Na, while the box model is insufficient and yields fac-
tor of two smaller disintegration rates. For the unknown
23Mg cross section, TALYS, PSB and the box model pre-
dict identical cross sections, while PEANUT falls back to
a parametrized form, producing a significantly different

result. Updated versions of PEANUT and FLUKA3 es-
timate unknown cross sections with the Isobaric Analog
State (IAS) approach, where nuclei with identical wave
functions, and therefore, with a similar isospin and level
structure are treated analogously. If such an equivalence
case is detected, the model maps unknown cross sections
of nuclei to a known IAS nucleus. The effect of IAS is
illustrated in the right panel Fig. 6 and results in up to
a factor three higher disintegration rates in the case of
PEANUT. If IAS is a valid concept for photon projec-
tiles, several additional cross sections can become known
to higher precision without the need for individual mea-
surements.

3 Private communication with Alfredo Ferrari (07/2016)
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FIG. 5: Same as Fig. 3 for different model assumptions, see main text.
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FIG. 6: Same as in Fig. 2, for A = 23.
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